
Discount Sales 

Discount sales are synonyms with retail stores because discounts are a gimmick retailers use to lure 

customers and consequently boost sales. Another term you might have heard is ‘clearance sale’, of 

which retailers would have us believe that they have a couple of products left which they must sell 

off at a discount to make way for new stock, but again it’s a coy way of trying to push sales. Which 

begs the question whether or not it works? 

Discount sales promotions have a single purpose which is to boost sales and consequently increase 

revenue. But do they necessarily increase profits because by the very token of giving a discount you 

are cutting into your profits. And it has to be your profits that suffer because your cost price remains 

the same regardless of how much you decide to sell your products.  

It certainly looks like an unsustainable business/pricing model and to think that some retailers give 

as much as 75% discount which surely cannot make financial sense unless their original mark up was 

100% or more. But clearly retailers know something we don’t because weekly we are bombarded 

with adverts of discount/clearance sales. 

But as an entrepreneur what does this all mean to you, could you use this same strategy to push up 

sales in your business? The answer is yes and it doesn’t matter what type of business you have be it 

a product or service based business you can embark on a discount sales promotion.  

A discount sales strategy requires a couple of things to be done right for it to work otherwise you 

will incur grave losses. Firstly you have to differentiate a discount sales promotion from when you 

give your favourite client a 15% discount based on her upfront payment or loyalty to you.  

Secondly you have to make sure your discount doesn’t erode your profits and most certainly doesn’t 

creep into your cost price. If the product cost you R20 to produce you cannot discount to R18. 

Finally, discount sales are a numbers game; you have to sell large quantities for it to make cents and 

over a concentrated short period of time hence retailers say things like ‘two day sale now on’.  

Discount sales can work but the best sales strategy is to have a great product. Look at the Iphone for 

example, everyone is in agreement that it is an expensive product; even those that can afford it 

agree but every year when a new Iphone is released the multitudes rush to buy one, why? Because it 

is a good product and people will pay your asking price if you have an exceptional product. 
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